350 (RL-RS / ZRL-ZRS)

350RL
- ¾” blade spacing
- 35° fixed deflection
- Reinforced corners
- Blades parallel to the long dimension

350RS
- Same as 350RL with blades parallel to the short dimension

350ZRL
- ¾” blade spacing
- 0° fixed deflection
- Reinforced corners
- Blades parallel to the long dimension

350ZRS
- Same as 350ZRL with blades parallel to the short dimension

MODELS:
35° Deflection Models
350RL
350RS

0° Deflection Models
350ZRL
350ZRS

FINISH:
Standard Finish - #26 White

OVERVIEW
¾” Blade Spacing / Steel
Titus’ 300 / 350 Series return grilles define the standard for the industry. With high quality and competitive pricing these grilles form the backbone of a standard offering that will meet any application requirements.

For Performance Data, refer to page H37 for 350R, and page H39 for 350ZR.

PRODUCTS INCLUDE
- Material: Roll-formed Steel Border and Blades
- Welded Border
- Available Border Types:
  #1 - Surface Mount
  #2 - Snap-In
  #3 - Lay-In
  #4 - Spline
- Countersunk Screw Holes
- #8 x 1 ¼” Long Phillips Flat Head Sheet Metal Screws, Painted White
- Optional Steel Opposed-Blade Damper